Instructions for Completing CalRecycle 197S

Please provide information to summarize Covered Electronic Waste (CEW) transfers from Approved Collectors to the Approved Recycler during the Claim Activity Period noted below. This information should accompany all CEW Recycling Payment Claims (CalRecycle 196). Use fillable PDF feature or print legibly in ink. Void errors only by using a single line through the error.

I. Approved Recycler
   • Add approved Recycler name and Covered Electronic Waste Identification (CEWID).

II. Claim Activity Period
   • Add first date and last date of the Claim Activity Period using month/day/year. Claim Activity Period is defined as the span of time during which an Approved Recycler received CEWs from Approved Collectors, processed and cancelled CEWs, and shipped treatment residuals, as required, that results in a Recycling Payment Claim being submitted to CalRecycle. [Title 14, CCR § 18660.5(a)(8)]
   • Claim Activity Period should reconcile with dates listed in Section I of CalRecycle 196A Worksheet A and 196B Worksheet B.

III. Summary Totals of Claimed Transfers by Approved Collector

Enter the following:
   • Approved Collector’s Name.
   • Approved Collector’s CEWID.
   • Total number of units derived from the CRTs transferred by the Approved Collector to the Approved Recycler.
   • Total pounds derived from the CRTs transferred by the Approved Collector to the Approved Recycler.
   • Total number of units derived from the Non-CRTs transferred by the Approved Collector to the Approved Recycler.
   • Total pounds derived from the Non-CRTs transferred by the Approved Collector to the Approved Recycler.
   • Total combined number of units derived from the CRTs and the Non-CRTs transferred by the Approved Collector to the Approved Recycler.
   • Total combined pounds derived from the CRTs and the Non-CRTs transferred by the Approved Collector to the Approved Recycler.

Total amounts transferred should reconcile with amounts claimed on section I of CalRecycle 196A Worksheet A and 196B Worksheet B and should also reconcile with amounts certified on CalRecycle 197s/Transfer Receipts.